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PREFACE 

This investigation was conducted by Dr. H. Oeschger and Mr. _B. 
Alder, Physikalische·s Institut, Univ;ersitat Bern,, and Dr. C. C. Lang
way, Jr., Snow a:nd Ice :Branch,· Research Division,·: ·u.S. Army Cold 
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory. 

The authors extend .their~appreciatiop :tc{'the entire U.S. Army Re-. 
search Suppqrt Gro.up at Camp Tuto~· Greeniand, particularly CWO G. 
Simps on,' Jbr.:the· unfailing· fie1d suppqr,_t .wh~ch il)ateriaJly:,q:)ntributed to 
the successful completion of -the field p·r.oj~ecf. · H. ·St~uri was instrumen
tal in the development of the down -:-boreh·ole·,device and. .• ;;tlbqg with D. Don
ovan, contributed to the success of the field· collection· progra~. H. 
Loosli and T. Riesen conducted many of the·l_aboratory tests and the C-14 
measurements. Discussions with H.· Zellhofer: were valuable in the per
fection of the seal mechanism. 

The United States National Science Foundation and the Swiss National 
Science Foundation provided fit?-ancial suppqrt for portions of this v..Ork. 

USA CRREL is a11: Army Mate~iel ~omm~nd laboratory. 



SUMMARY 

In March 1966 ~t tht; Tuto ice tunnel, Greenland, a team from 
USA CRREL and the University of Bern tested a new down-borehole 
device which woulp allow gas to be extracted from within shallow or 
qeep boreholes. The tunnel ice was unfractured and its temperature 
was constant at -l0°C .. A location where, in 1964, C-14 age dates 
pad been obtained was \1$ed as a check point for the down-borehole 
tests. Comparative samples !:)how good agreement and indicate a 
mean value of 5l20 years B. P. for the age of ice at this location. 
The simplicity of the down-borehole gas extraction system enables 
application of the carqop dating method to any natural, undisturbed 
glacier ice ma~s wnic4 can l:>~ $~mpl~d by pqriqg~ The g~s extrac
tion apparatus and field experiments are described~ 
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AN IN SITU GAS EXTRACTION SYSTEM FOR 
. RADIOCARBON DATING'GLACIER ICE . 

by 

H •. Oeschger; C. C. Langway, Jr. and B. Alder 

INTRODUCTION 

Atmospheric gases, become entrapped ·in. polar glacier ice during a natural 
-compaction process. In-the fir$t reported attempt to separate the COz com
ponent of this atmospheric gas from ic_eberg samples for radiocarbon dating 
analysis (Scholander et al. ~ 1962) a .vacuum;;.melting system was used and 10 
to Z.O metric tons of ice were required. In 1964 USA CRREL and the Univer
sity of Bern conducted,a joint project in the Tuto ice tunnel, Greenland (Lang
way e_t al., 1965; Oeschger et al. ,' 1966) where refinements in sample collec
tion,vacuum-melt processing and laboratory low level measuring techniques. 
(Oeschger, 1963) allowed smaller samples· (1 metric ton) of 11 cold" glacier ice 
to be used for radiocarbon dating purposes. Although the techniques used in 
this latter study considerably reduc.ed the amount of ice sample necessary for 
dating purposes, certain glaciological applications of the radiocarbon method 

- were not possible using a vacuum-melt vessel technique. In the first place, 
th~ field logistics required with the vacuum-melt vessel technique are pro-

, hib_itive at most marginal and inland glacier locations. Furthermore, a val
\, 1able application of the radiocarbon dating method would be to analyze the 
\ eep ice cores being recovered in Greenland and Antarctica by USA CRREL 1s 

~eep·ice core drilling program, but this, is also not feasible using the vessel 
· tt\chnique. Even the reduced re,quirements of a 1-ton ice sample represent, 
fo~l 0 em diameter ice core, 1a 140-m vertical profile or, depending on 
loc1"tion, 500 to 2.000 years of atumulation. These considerations made it 
des~\rable to develop a system ~h t would allpw' gas extractions to be made from 

· within shall-ow or deep borehole , at any glacier location. 

FIELD PROGRAM 

Ir~}vfa._rcb-April 1966 a team from USA CRREL and the University of Bern 
returne.if to tlie,_Tuto ice tunnel, Greenland, to test the new down-borehole device 

' ' and t-o take--samples from a 9omplete profile along the 400-m length of the tun-
nel.- The tunnel ice was unfractured and its temperature was constant at -1 OC. 
The earlier 200-m location where in 1964 C-14 age dates had been obtained 
was used as a check point for the down-borehole tests. 

FIELD EXPERIMENTS 
I 

The apparatus (Fig. 1) cons is ted of two main parts: the seal and the heater. 
A 4 m deep borehole was hand augered and the down-borehole device inserted. 
Crit.ical to the success of th,e down-borehole concept was the necessity of a 
vacuum tight seal of the hole above the- Q.eater. The seal used consisted of a 
double walled latex tube which surrounded a cylindrical brass core. The latex 
tube \was joined to the core at both ends and when in place was inflated with Nz to 
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Figure 1. Schematic of portable down-bore
hole gas extrcfction system~ -

an overpressure of about 2 .atm which pressed the rubber seal against the wall 
of the ice borehole. The gas 'extraction line .and the p_ower line for the heater 
passed tprough the brass core. An energy. source of.7t kw was used for the 
heater. The heating element was wound around a stainless steel cylindrical pipe 
for mechanical stability and heat reflection and wa-s designed not to overheat in 
air. The borehole was pumped.down to about 2'mm Hg {the vapor pressure of 
ice at -lOC) and held for several hours before flie-heaterswere turned on. Con
stant pumping during heating extracted the gases as the bubbles burst. Con
tinuous check·s were made on gas extraction flow rq.tes; no irregularities indi
cating leaks were observed. About 30 hours were required to melt slightly over 
1 ton of ice to collect the necessary minimum of 100 cm 3 of COz. During this 
time the gases passed through a molecular sieve gas extraction line. From ex
perience gained in 1964 it was found that the NaOH and molecular sieve COz 
collectors provided compatible results, but' since molecular sieves are simpler 
to handie and process they were adopted for the 1966 investigations. 
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LABORATORY RESULTS 

The CQ2 contained irt the· molecular sieves was processed in the Radio
carhon Laboratory at the Univer-sity of B>ern and measured for C-14 using· 
s pee ial low level counters. 

The results ·of the 19.64 vacuum ves.sel samples and the new 1966 vacuum 
vessel and down-borehole samples are given. in Table I. 

Table I. C-14 measurements of ice samples from the 200-m station, 
Tuto ice tunnel, Greenland. 

Year 
collected 

1964 
1964 
1964 

1966 
1966 
1966 
1966 

Sample Gas 
no. I 

Technique collector 

L3 Large vessel NaOH 
03 Small vessel Mol. sieve 
04 Small vessel Mol. sieve 

L11 Lar~-~ vessel Mol. sieve 
011 Small vessel Mol. sieve 

DH1 Down:-hole Mol. sieve 
DH2 Down-'hole Mol. sieve 

..• :~ 

Average age for 200-m station 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Age 
(yrs~ B. P.) 

5040 ± 400 
6030 ± 700 
5410 ± 400 

5380 ± 300 
5250 ± 450 
5160±400 
4490 ± 300 

5120 

3 

From Table I we see a close agreement in the ages within the limits of 
statistical error, determined for both the 1964 and 1966 small and large 
vacuum-melt vessel samples. Most important, the down-borehole samples 
(DH1 and DH2) give essentially the same data. This good agreement is an in
dication of the validity of all methods used. A mean value of 5120 years B. P. 
is obtained for the age of the ice at the 200-m location. To date, this is ·the 
oldest natural polar glacier ice ever measured. · 

The simplicity of the down-borehole gas extraction system enables one 
to apply the carbon dating method to any natural, undisturbed polar or tern
perate glacier ice mass which can be sampled by boring. By using helicop
ters, portable laboratories and shallow hand core augering·equipment it is 
possible to age date the termini of many temperate glaciers or the marginal 
zones of polar ice sheets for chronological and ice movement studies. The 
fascinating problem of C -14 dating the entire vertical profile of a con tern
porary polar ice sheet is now possible {a feasibility study is currently in pro
gress) by attaching a down-borehoJe system to the hoist-cable mechanism of 
the USA CRREL drilling rig now being used to penetrate through polar ice 
sheets (Hansen and Langway, 1966). 
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